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PSM accounts such as terrorist supporters exploit
communities of supporters for attacking social media. Early
detection of PSMs is crucial as they are high likely to be key
users in making a harmful message “viral”. In this paper, we
propose a time-decay causality metric to identify PSMs
within a short time frame around their activity. We then
propose a causal community detection-based classification
algorithm to enhance the performance. The method is
applied to groups of accounts sharing similar causality
features and is followed by a classification algorithm to
classify them as PSM or not. Unlike existing techniques we
do not have to collect information such as network, cascade
path, or content, as we only rely on action log of users.
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• 53M ISIS related tweets/retweets in Arabic (Feb, 22 
2016 – May 27, 2016) using 290 Hashtags (e.g., 
#Terrorism, #BurqaState, #Rebels)

• Cascade sizes vary between 20 to 9,751 and take from 
10 secs to 95 days (log-log plot shown below).

• We use no more than 50% of the dataset to ensure 
timeliness of the approach

Causal inference

Decay-based Causality

Results

• Causality of users may change over time

• Our score: (1) uses sliding time window, (2) deploys 
exponential decay function, (3) takes the average of the 
causality values computed over the windows

• Kleinberg-Mishra Causality [Kleinberg-Mishra 2009]: 
measures how causal user ‘i’ is in making a message 
‘viral’.

• We build graph G from action log A of users by 
connecting those who posted a message 
chronologically. 

• We use Louvain algorithm to detect communities 
of users and use KNN to assign the label with the 
majority class

• Relative Likelihood Causality [Shaabani et. al., 
2018]:

• Neighborhood-based Causality [Shaabani et. al., 
2018]:

• Related users to user ‘i’:

• Community-based approach achieves the best 
performance

• We would like to see how many of PSMs who 
were active in first 10 days are correctly classified 
over time


